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 •  WALK 2 “TWO GREENS, A COMMON & A WELL” 
Main Walk 
1. Starting from the Station, T/R just past The Railway Inn and follow short 

unmade road, T/R into path to field opposite bungalow (441). T/L, fc-left, 
then with railway on right fwd up to bridge, T/R over railway. Fwd down 
track between pools to x-stile, fwd cross-field to cross stiled f/b over stream. 
H/R, stream right & thro’ k/g to road. T/L up road for 15m & thro’ k/g on 
right, hg-left until nearing stream junction thro’ k/g ahead.  Over s/b, (ignore 
s/b on right), T/L thro’ k/g, initially hg-left, then fwd cross-field thro’ k/g onto 
road. 

2. Cross road and fwd along track towards Ram Hall.  At the Hall 
continue fwd with large barn on right, farm on left & thro' k/g at end of ranch 
fence. Downfield, hg-right to go thro' k/g in corner. T/R, hg-right round 
corner up to field corner.  Thro’ k/g on right, T/L, hg-left over three fields to 
reach road via access alongside bungalow (Berkswell Village). T/R to 
crossroads. 

3. Fwd up Coventry Road, T/R, just past Pound Close into enclosed path to go 
thro’ k/g. Fwd cross-field (large) to k/g in hedge opposite.  Over track to gap 
opposite, V/L thro’ two fields to reach field-gate at the end of a lane.  Ignore 
gate, T/R, ignore footpath left, to go round to outer field corner (Sign Post). 
Cross-field, aim to reach an outer field corner just left of pylon, fwd hg-right 
to go thro’ k/g, s/b in corner. T/L, hg-left thro’ k/g & s/b in field corner. T/L, 
hg-left over two fields, go thro’ gap using long s/b and with hedge veering 
away to left, continue to k/g opposite.  Do not take k/g, T/R, hg-left to k/g & 
s/b, fwd along enclosed path, f/b & thro' 2 k/g's. Crossfield to a k/g onto 
a concrete bridge. Fwd along farm track via k/g & stile to reach road. 

4. T/L and then shortly T/R along Truggist Lane, T/L into Hodgett’s Lane. Fwd 
along road, over railway bridge, immediately T/R down access road. Fwd 
for approx. 200m to go thro’ p/g on left, just past detached house. H/R over 
grass & go thro’ p/g in ranch fence to k/g in far corner. T/L along gravel 
drive for 50m, V/L & thro’ k/g a short distance in front.  Hg-right, round under 
OPL to take s/b.  Hg-right, bear round right, thro’ hedge gap, over s/b, short 
field & thro’ k/g up steps to the Greenway.  (Route A see below). 

5. Fwd over Greenway & down embankment opposite, thro’ k/g, hg-right over 
three fields, to exit onto track and fwd to road. T/R along road (Old Waste 
Lane).  As road turns left (to main road) carry straight on, thro’ k/g on left of 
row of cottages.  Hg-right, k/g and s/b. Fwd, high fence on left, fc-right. T/L 
at field boundary ahead and in 30m take k/g on right, fwd initially hedge on 
left, over three fields keeping the same line to k/g just off field corner. Fwd 
along track/road to reach Barratt’s Lane.  Continue fwd and immediately 
after Pool Orchard thro’ k/g on right.  Hg-right for one field then fwd with hg-
left for 2 fields & thro’ k/g in corner, T/L, keep hg-left or near left over four 
fields to go thro’ k/g onto road. 

 
Route A At the end of Note 4. T/R along Greenway, for approx. 1km.  At the 

end of the Greenway T/L down bank into walkway, thro’ k/g & s/b into field. 
H/R cross-field to gap in corner to join main route. Fwd hg-left or near left 
over three fields to go thro’ k/g onto road. 


